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Prioritizing Motivation

Arivale changes lives, in part, by helping members develop the motivation to make lasting behavior change around

their health. Motivation was identified as one of the biggest unfulfilled needs of people who use health apps

(alongside "planning"). 

Following is an overview of the theory and techniques involved in generating motivation, and ideas for ways we could

be increasing motivation in the context of a freemium app.

 Some terms were generalized ("tasks" instead of "action items") so as not to dictate future design implementation.NOTE:

Summary

Coaching is steeped in motivational techniques, but our UX is sorely laking.
Motivation needs fertile soil from which to grow and flourish.
Make desired actions easy to understand, easy to choose from, and easy to do by removing barriers.
You can get people to start with carrots like money, but to stay engaged, people must come to enjoy it.
People are motivated most strongly by a sense of purpose, mastery, and appreciation.
Variability and uncertainty in rewards is addictive.

The Foundations of Motivation

Habits exist as physical neural pathways in our brain, which is why they're so hard to change. But  neuroplasticity is real! It IS possible to
physically change our brain in the service of behavior change. 

"Neurons that fire together wire together" - When we repeat a behavior over and over again, it creates a kind of neural highway in our brain. The
more we repeat the behavior, the wider this road becomes.

We can override our ingrained habits by choosing a replacement behavior over and over again. This isn't easy, because it's like hacking through
the jungle when it seems so much easier to just take the highway. But with awareness and repetition, we can replace bad habits with good ones.

Unfortunately, motivation to build a new habit doesn't come out of thin air.  (which our coaches rely on quite a bit in theirSocial Cognitive Theory



practice) states that people need fertile ground for motivation to grow. They need an environment that supports the new behavior, and they need
to have confidence in their ability to succeed.

It's also worth noting that people have  and behavior change - whether it be people who are depressed ordifferent capacities for motivation
otherwise neuroatypical, people with physical ailments or limitations, or people who have uniquely stressful or limiting life situations.

Coaches do a great job of assessing capabilities, figuring out where people are in their journey, and helping members get to a place where they
are stable enough to build motivation. 

How Our Coaches Foster Motivation

Coaching aligns strongly with the 5 Principles of Behavior Change and Coaching Philosophy using techniques from Cognitive Behavioral Therapy.

Start with a Why (aspirational statement or goal)
Remove obstacles in physical environment (pack your gym clothes)
Remove obstacles in schedule (find a gym closer to home)
Remove obstacles in thought patterns (start believing you can do this)

Identify and tackle limiting behaviors (build a meditation habit before starting a gym habit) 
Identify and tackle limiting beliefs / Recognize and reframe unproductive thought patterns

Help people see that they aren't uniquely broken, and they aren't alone (empathy) 
Help people see that they are capable (self-efficacy)
Help people feel a real sense of agency over their own health (autonomy)

How can we reinforce these techniques in the product?
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Some ideas might be:

Foster a strength-based mindset with our copy. Could ask: what came up today? What have you done well lately? What's your top
strength? Even if you failed to meet your goal, what did you learn? What helped or hindered in your experiment?

Track progress, but make sure it’s always motivational and celebratory (not fear-based, alarming, or de-motivational)

Explore the idea of a score vs a badge, level, character, etc. Explore the idea of a board game like Life or Jumanji. Show a trophy case of
wins that are not just about achieving a goal but about LEARNING by failing. Show a decision tree for the progress of the experiment –
make it sciencey?
When we first assess people, ask about their stress, mood, self worth, self-talk habits, and sense of connection to purpose or sense of
belonging. We certainly do some of this already.

Ask users to either select their goals from a list (anywhere from 4 to 40) or manually enter their goals. 
Example: Lose 15lbs.

Either automatically generate benefits for each stock goal we offer or ask users to list the benefits of each goal. 
Example: Gain confidence, feel more energized, fit into old clothes.

Show benefits next to/inside of goals and also use these as occasional reminders (notifications or in-app "asides").

Either automatically generate barriers for each stock goal we offer or ask users to list the barriers to accomplishing each goal. 
Example: Too tired, too easy to watch tv once home, haven't made it as easy as possible, don't have proper shoes, etc.

Turn the obstacles into tasks for users to tackle BEFORE they tackle the bigger tasks / end goals.

Explain this theory to people - that you have to remove obstacles in environment, schedule, and thought patterns. Perhaps a "Did you
know" kind of section?  This could get REALLY deep. We couldOr a diving deeper (links to an evergreen blog post about habit change).
talk about self worth just as much as we could talk about neuroplasticity and human potential. We could talk about how toxic situations will
sap all your energy to do anything and you might be depressed without even knowing it. We could get REALLY REAL. 

Show struggle-to-success stories from within Arivale by highlighting members the way we do in our team meetings. 

Show affirmations or encouraging messages. Possibly let users set frequency and type of notification. This could just be "you can do this!"
or inspirational quote. This could also always be attached to reminders of other kinds.

We may need to consider hierarchy like goals, tasks, and supporting tasks. For example, if your goal is to lose 15lbs, your main tasks might
be to eat more veggies and get exercise every day, but your supporting tasks might be things like "research some healthy recipes", "put
grocery shopping on your calendar", "put your gym clothes in a bag and bring it to work", etc. 

If we could gamify that in some way - maybe do a skill tree where you start with just the smallest tasks - it could potentially get really interesting.

Fabulous starts users off with the simple task of drinking water each morning to create a habit after 2 weeks. But after some research, they
realized that people won't do this if it isn't SUPER easy to do, so the first task they give their users is not actually to drink water in the morning
but to put a glass of water by their bedside before bed. We could do the same thing for each goal or task. Right now, it's likely our action items
are at the level of "drink water each morning", but we could get more granular. 

How Motivation Works

There are two main types of motivation.  is driven by external outcomes of a behavior such as Extrinsic Motivation money, grades, or praise as
. is driven by an enjoyment of the activity itself. Intrinsicwell as feeling attractive, improving focus, or reducing stress Intrinsic Motivation 

motivation is far more powerful, but sometimes extrinsic motivation is needed to generate intrinsic motivation.

People who are just getting started on a weight loss journey, for example, are less likely to have the intrinsic motivation of enjoying eating right
and exercising. For our purposes, we’re going to want to get good at hooking people with extrinsic motivation and helping them buildreally 
intrinsic motivation over time.

We should be using every trick in the book without entering into dark patterns and while being mindful of .the ethics of persuasive technology

How Intrinsic Motivation Is Generated

One or more of these four psychological needs must be met by taking a particular action for intrinsic motivation to manifest. - The RAMP
Framework / Self-determination Theory

Relatedness – A sense of connection with and belonging around others
Ex: Social features help people feel supported in their health journey.

Autonomy – Freedom of choice and self-expression

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/oct/05/smartphone-addiction-silicon-valley-dystopia
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Ex: Customization gives people a sense of control over their health journey.

Mastery – Of a skillset over time
Ex: Missions, quests, achievements, badges, scores, and tracking give people a sense that they are actually making progress on their
health journey.

Purpose – Adding value to a larger cause.
Ex: By using Arivale, your data is helping scientists discover the cure for cancer.
The  app also lets you donate to charity by running (they have corporate sponsors, apparently).CharityMiles

Which Is More Powerful

Dan Pink explains in his Ted talk
about  thThe Puzzle Of Motivation
at extrinsic motivation is most
powerful when the task is dead
simple, mechanical, and requires
no little to no creativity. However
as soon as outside-the-box
thinking is required, people need
to be intrinsically motivated, and
extrinsic rewards no longer work. 

What I don't know is whether
exercise or something like
drinking water every morning
constitutes a simple, mechanical
task. It very well might, which
would indicate that my assertion
that while we can hook people
with extrinsic rewards, that they
may not be what we need to keep
people engaged in the long term,
could be wrong.

Gabe Zichermann devised a
hierarchy of rewards based on
their relative power to drive
engagement and retention, known
as SAPS. Summary: Social status
is a far more powerful motivator
than material rewards.

Status - Socially visible VIP
perks, points, badges, and
leaderboards

Access - Sale previews,
exclusive content, early
updates on features

Power - Voting power,
moderator status

Stuff - Freebies, monetary
rewards

How can we reinforce these techniques in the product?

https://charitymiles.org/how-it-works/
https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_pink_on_motivation


Some ideas might be:

Bait people with low intrinsic motivation into using our core features (whether that involves completing tasks, answering questions, entering
data or reviewing data) by offering them money, free material things like exercise gear, or free services like a blood draw (for a certain set

. This would likely work best as a social challenge, but we could find a lot of different ways ofof data) or some time in one-on-one coaching
doing this. Perhaps if you answer X questions, enter X data, connect X 3rd party apps, invite X people, share X content, use the app
regularly for X long, or complete X tasks or goals. 

One major thing we could consider implementing that would increase motivation and support our members in behavior change would be
social features. Letting people connect and compete or cooperate with . See a  of people who havefriends and family members leaderboard
answered the most questions, entered the most data, achieved the most X from whatever 3rd party app (steps for example), or completed
X tasks or goals. As a reward, we could give them social status via badges, points, and/or a leaderboard.

We could improve our Arivale Insiders program, as Access and Power are both valuable to people as well. We could offer feature voting,
or at least previews of upcoming features.

Something else we could do to improve motivation is to make sure users have a real sense of control over the app. Where can we
customize? The newsfeed for sure. But could we give people more power over the questions they answer, or the goals and tasks they're
working with? Can we give people reasonable defaults but let them override them? How much user input are we offering and where?

Can we help people feel like they're  by giving some transparency to the use of their data and HUMANIZING it so thatpart of a larger cause
it doesn't seem like rando evil big brother stuff? Can we genuinely tell them that they could be saving lives down the road in some way?
Like donating your organs on your license.

Possibly MOST IMPORTANTLY, we need to continually show people that they're attaining mastery, which means giving them little wins
immediately, and keeping a running sense of progress. This could be an overall health score (number, percentage, binary good/bad,
trinary good/could use some work/bad, graph over time, etc), a score per each area of the body or each health dimension... or it could be
notifications that tell you you've done good at answering questions, completing tasks or goals, using the app regularly, sticking to the
program for a long time, chatting with your coach or having phone calls with your coach, uploading meal photos, wearing your fitbit/ other
device, connecting devices or 3rd party service, getting steps, floors, active minutes, or completing meditation minutes. Once we figure out
what the UI looks like, we need to look for EVERY way possible to show a win for every bit of data we can know, and then figure out which
are the most effective for motivation.

Designing The Experience

This section describes powerful concepts coming from Behavioral Science, Behavioral Economics, Psychology, and Gamification with significant
contribution from  and The Hook Method, by Nir Eyal.Hooked  



Triggers

Triggers can be internal (a desire to lose weight, stress less about health, or feel good about progress) or external (notifications, prompts, and
CTAs). External triggers should be , , and . immediately actionable personalized timely

“Habit-forming products align the external trigger with the moment the trigger is felt.”

For example, your plane lands for your layover in Chicago, and you’re not sure what gate to go to (internal trigger = uncertainty). Your phone
dings (external trigger) and all of your next steps are conveniently laid out in your hand. 

How can we reinforce this technique in the product?

Triggers are not terribly complicated. But when it comes to phone notifications for example, we want to do our best to diversify the content.
Repetitive notifications are likely to bore and irritate the user, but varied notifications that are directly related to whatever action we want them to
take can be spark curiosity, increase wellbeing, and motivate the user to action.

As for being timely, we could potentially use something like  to detect “gym” on your calendar and give you a gentle push to get yourNeura AI
shoes on and out the door when you might be feeling otherwise unmotivated and stressing about the decision. We'd have to do more research
on Neura and see what all our possibilities are.

Actions

Make the experience of taking the desired action as easy and rewarding as possible, whether it's inviting friends inside the app or actually
creating a gym habit. This section speaks very much to the "Foundations Of Motivation" section above.

Make Benefits Clear - If the action is to invite friends to the app, offer people the benefits of doing so: “People who invite friends are 20%



more likely to stick to their habits.”

Remove Cognitive Load – Limit options, offer reasonable defaults, and write your copy so as to reduce uncertainty. For example,
Fabulous used to start by asking “What’s your most important health goal?” which triggered a bunch of questions in the user. They saw
significant improvement in behavior when asking instead, “Which goal would you like to start with?” and offering 4 options with 1 default.

Remove Barriers – Figure out what the barriers are to action and help people overcome them. For example, Fabulous creates an action
for people to put water by their bed to lower the environmental barriers to creating a habit of drinking water in the morning. Also be
mindful of manual input, too many screens, too many options, confusing messaging, or lacking a clear CTA.

Set Up The Secondary Action - Quickly guide people to set up the next interaction. For example, Fabulous suggests a commitment
contract and offers to remind users at a set time to do their agreed-upon action. Users who signed the contract were 20% more likely to
complete the action.

Make the First Experience Amazing - Help people feel accomplished  by encouraging them to commit to a small, easy winimmediately
with low or no hurdles and gets them using the core functionality of the product immediately.

How can we reinforce this technique in the product?

We noted in recent tests that while tracking progress is the most desired feature of a health app, most people feel satisfied with what their
current apps are offering them. So it's definitely a decision whether we continue to track or not. Having said that, one of the biggest challenges
we have if we continue to focus on tracking progress is that checking off action items every day can be cumbersome. Here are some ways we
could make this progress easier for the user and get a similar result:

"Action Items" / Daily Accountability
If we kept the idea of habit tracking and implemented the below, it's possible that usage would increase quite a bit. We obviously wouldn't
know unless we tried.

Continue to offer finely-tuned tracking, but, now that checking off action items can be done in the app, offer notifications.
Let those notifications be customize to amount per day and time of day by the user.
The notifications could be a little different each time, prompting and reminding the user of the benefits of taking said action, possibly
even requesting they take a couple minutes to visualize the benefits or some other technique.
These notifications could ALSO themselves be a way to check off the action without going into the app - Daylio the mood tracker does
this very well and it feels less cumbersome than opening the app.
Potentially let the user add, remove, and edit, as well as prioritize the order.
Let them create goals and actions to save for later so they can see their path to success.
Let them see their completed action items and goals.
Potentially offer 4 EASY actions to start with, with one as a default, and let the user choose.
We could come up with benefits and barriers to a bunch of "stock" goals and actions, and automate from there. 

"Check-ins" / Reviewing Progress
This would be our response to members finding daily habit tracking very cumbersome, potentially even if the above features were
implemented ^^^. This could also be our response to "not wanting to be a habit tracker" for business reasons. Perhaps we could work
alongside a habit tracker. If that's the case, we need to decide how involved we want to be. In this case, the question is what is the action?
Is it simply completing check-ins? Is it updating, editing, organizing goals / tasks? Is it STILL doing real-life desired actions?

Instead of having granular, daily habit tracking, we could offer check-ins on existing goals / tasks.
We could STILL offer notifications that are themselves check-ins. Even daily, which would simply be a redesign of the exact same
concept as action items.
Perhaps though, we just check in once a week with general questions that reflect the user's goals / tasks.

Note that this section is relevant for in-app desired actions (check off an action item) as well as in real life actions (go to the gym).

Variable Rewards

Real-life benefits may not be experienced for months. Start rewarding users immediately, and encourage celebration because positive emotions
influence habit change. 

 – Nir Eyal, author of .“Drive them crazy.” Hooked

explains why gambling works. Humans crave predictability and seek patterns, so our minds actually prioritizeThe Variable Schedule of Rewards 
the deduction of cause and effect over other functions like self-control and moderation. Our brains are also wired to search endlessly for the next
reward / dopamine hit. When we always get what we want, we get bored. But if you add  and uncertainty into the mix, we stay attentivevariability
and can actually develop habits or even become addicted.

Facebook and Twitter feeds and notifications are examples of the variable schedule of rewards in action. So is email. So are text notifications. So



are gambling and video games. Services that are the first-to-mind have successfully ingrained habits in their users. If you check Facebook when
you’re bored, a habit has been created. 

How can we reinforce this technique in the product?

Potential rewards for taking actions in the app and in real life:

Praise, congratulations, text, animations, photos, whatever
Share-able bragging rights
Becoming a featured member highlight
Public badges, points/score, or leaderboard
Private badges or points/score
Access to new features
Some kind of moderator / teacher status for social
Money, physical goods, coupons
Donating your data for the good of the world

How do we make these things variable?

It's possible that they will be "variable" simply by being different and inconsistent in frequency. I'm not clear about whether we need some things
to be "boring" and some to be super exciting for the addiction aspect to work. The trick DOES seem to be to KEEP THINGS INTERESTING.
Don't send the same notification twice if you can help it. Keep things personalized and relevant to most recent activity.

Investment

The more time someone spends investing in an app, the more useful it should become due to (Ex: YouTube video likes)non-transferable value 
and a more customized experience.  which can encourage people to stick with a product. This canMore investment means mounting losses,
become a dark pattern though (people feeling socially incapable of leaving Facebook).

Streaks can be really motivating, but they can also punish, so some kind of count of cumulative investment is sometimes more ideal. Make
transparent the time people have put into the app or their efforts. Example: You’ve completed 3 goals and 17 actions.

How can we reinforce this technique in the product?

Our product already does this to a degree, and could do even better.

The account becomes more useful the more labs are done over time (blood draw 1, microbiome, saliva, blood draw 2, etc).
We could also accumulate info on trends of lifestyle activity or progress on IRL progress on goals that would become more useful over
time (history you can't transfer to another product).
Seeing your progress over time on goals in some cumulative way - "#67 goals accomplished", "54 skills mastered", "395 days with arivale",
"streak of 33 days of app usage". Maybe it's photos/memories. Maybe it's a trophy chest of badges, points that can be used to purchase
things, your status on a leaderboard, etc. There are a lot of things that people might be sad to lose. 
Potentially the body data would be the most important - as if people leave, they're unlikely to be paying for a bunch of blood draws
elsewhere if they don't have access to our data to compare it to in a simple way.
Adding annotations or making correlations between disconnected sets of data would be non-transferrable and highly valuable investment.

Stages Of Progress

The Transtheoretical Model of Behavior Change states that the 4 stages of behavior change relevant to products and services are: Contempla
, ,  & (similar to Bill’s cycle). People may show up to your product in different states, and this will impact howtion Preparation Action Maintenance 

they interact with it. It's also common for people to move both forwards AND backwards over time ("relapse" is another state in this model). 

Lifesum offers something to help motivate people in EVERY phase of their journey. In the contemplation phase, users can review recipes. In the
preparation phase, they can take a health test. And in the action phase, they can actively track their meals, macros, and measurements.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transtheoretical_model
https://lifesum.com/
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How can we reinforce this technique in the product?

Arivale has some plans for similar options, and some ways we could improve.

Our newsfeed concept may help hook people in the  phase.contemplation
In the  phase, perhaps a new version of assessments, check-ins, or a health score could be effective (this is basically thepreparation
same as Lifesum's health test).
In the  phase, we could continue to offer goals and action items, offer less frequent check ins, and continue to offer and expandaction
upon tracking of overall health or individual data points like heart rate and cholesterol levels.
The  phase may not have a correlated feature set so much as many elements that improve our ability to be encouraging andmaintenance
validating - developing intrinsic motivation to keep people engaged, and doing so by helping them feel like change is achievable, worth
doing, and that they are in fact, mastering the skills needed to generate change.

Next, check out More Ways To Motivate In Design
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